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Norway potential energy “super-power” for 100 years with a potential extensive portfolio.

Hydro

Oil

Grey Hydrogen

CCS

Batteries

Natural Gas

Offshore Wind

Metals

Solar

Zero emissions but challenge biodiversity

High value and out of sight, but high emissions scope 3

High value, better than coal, but high emissions scope 3

Low emissions and out if sight, but challenging economics at deep water

Low emission, but not out of sight and impact biodiversity

Good value, but high emissions

Good value with high CO2 tax and lower emissions, but taxonomy could challenge

Zero emissions, but need subsidies or high CO2 pricing 

Large market across industries, but need high CO2 pricing 

High value and linked to zero emission targets, but ingredients a challenge

Offshore now also an opportunity in addition to onshore mining

Large grid still to be proven in Norway  

Onshore Wind

Blue Hydrogen

Green Hydrogen

But nobody’s perfect
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Global road and aviation increasing again

Global daily road and aviation traffic index* (active fleet this year vs 2019
Percent

*Normal level is an average level observed during 2019 indexed to 100.
Source: Rystad Energy Global City Traffic Database; TomTom Traffic Index; Google Maps
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*Pre-virus levels are 2019 demand for the corresponding month of the year
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis

Covid-19 impact on global oil products demand by type of product relative to pre-virus levels*
Million barrels per day

Oil demand 6 mmbpd below normal and not back to normal before 2H 2022



Rystad Energy

We are a global independent energy research and business 

intelligence company, providing data, analytics and advisory 

services to clients exposed to the energy industry.
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Data

“Fit for purpose” solutions. 

Data feeds, dashboards, GIS 

services and our proprietary 

Cube Browser

Analytics

An ever-evolving A-Z library of 

the energy sector - comprising 

of reports, daily commentaries 

and factsheets 

Advisory

Bespoke and customized 

consulting engagements

Delivery channels to meet your business needs
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Rystad Energy provide bottom up databases covering more than 65.000 oil and gas projects

Map shows global remaining oil and gas resources, split by location of projects. Circle size indicates amount of resources.
Source: Rystad Energy UCube
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APPROACH AND HERITAGE: A BOTTOM-UP DATABASE OF UPSTREAM ACTIVITY

Rystad Energy UCube

A micro-cosmos of the upstream 

oil and gas industry



… and wind

Map shows global plant capacity (2016), split by location of projects. Circle size indicates capacity size.
Source: Rystad Energy WindCube (Pilot)
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APPROACH: A BOTTOM-UP DATABASE OF WIND CAPACITY

Rystad Energy 

WindCube
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Global offshore vessel and rig demand flattish from 2017 to 2021

Source: Rystad Energy VesselSolution. 

Global offshore vessel and rig demand 
Vessel and Rig years
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Energy transition is about cost, climate and air pollution

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis

Cost & performance of oil substitutes

Cost of new generation

Global warming & climate change

Local air pollution
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While the lighter transportation modes are well underway of becoming electrified, 

the jury is still out on the heavier segments such as long-haul trucking, aviation and 

shipping. 

Decarbonization of the power sector will require massive investments in renewable 

power generation, but also sustainable solutions for energy storage. Solving the 

Long Duration Storage problem is one few unsolved pieces of the puzzle.

The public sentiment regarding global warming and climate change is 

increasing in importance and impact.

Local air pollution is a large challenge around the world, being on top of the 

agenda regarding harmful pollution and emissions. 
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Energy transition for upstream means increased focus cash flow generation and capital shifting

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis

Upstream nearing its peak decline

Societal impact key differentiator

Capital shifting towards growth industries

Policy makers focused on new energies
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Whilst there are disagreements as to the timeline and pace of the shift, the energy 

transition will at some point materially reduce demand for oil and gas. Consequently, the 

need for “new” oil and gas will decline and the focus on existing and low-cost 

resources increase.

The societal impact of upstream activity including is receiving more attention as part of a 

broader societal shift towards sustainability. Furthermore, as cost of abatement as 

electrification, flaring reduction and CCS decline, the industry expectations also 

become more stringent.

The upstream industry has not delivered value over the few last decades and 

given the uncertain outlook, investors try to avoid long-cycle projects. 

Focus is on cash generation. In order to capture growth, investors are looking 

towards new energies, including solar, wind, batteries and hydrogen.

New energies a very large market opportunity, potentially providing thousands of jobs in 

sustainable industries. Capturing this opportunity is a key priority for policymakers across 

the globe. Increasing new energies development also reduce the dependence on 

imports, which is a key concern from a strategic perspective. 
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Large uncertainty in long term oil demand projections – has oil demand already peaked?

Global liquids* demand scenarios
Million bbl/d

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis; *Liquids include crude oil, condensate, NGL and biofuels. Only forecasts updated post Covid-19 included
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The EU with clear energy ambitions and it’s about more than just climate issues 

“The Commission’s economic recovery plan ‘Next Generation EU’ highlights 

hydrogen as an investment priority to boost economic growth and 

resilience, create local jobs and consolidate the EU’s global leadership”. 

EU Hydrogen Strategy.

Larry Fink, Blackrock

Ursula von der Leyen

“ Vi har eit ønske om å halde fram med samarbeidet med EU om eit forsterka 

klimamål òg. EU forsterka i desember 2020 klimamålet sitt for 2030. Det nye 

målet er å redusere utsleppa med minst 55 prosent innan 2030.”

Meld. St. 13. Klimaplan for 2021-2030.

“The EU taxonomy is an important enabler to scale up sustainable investment 

and to implement the European Green Deal.”

EU Taxonomy.

“European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen promised on Tuesday 

to put the European Green Deal at the centre of the EU’s recovery plan, 

echoing similar statements made by German Chancellor Angela Merkel.”

Euractiv April 2020.



Natural gas with limited role in the EU long term strategy towards 2050

Source: Going Climate Neutral by 2050. EU 2050 long term strategy. E-fuels are defined as either gaseous or liquid fuels, such as hydrogen, methane, synthetic petrol and diesel 
fuels that have been generated from renewable electricity1.. 

EU gross inland consumption of energy by source

Renewables

Nuclear

Natural gas



The EU taxonomy a strong tool to favor own energy supply 
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Source: EU taxonomy. 

• Six areas of objectives

• Applied to different sectors of a company

• Applied to revenue, capex and opex

• Sector activity need to be defined as eligible for taxonomy

• Need to contribute substantially to at least one objective 

e.g. power generation from gas emissions lower than 

100gCO2e/kWh, declining to 0gCO2e/kWh by 2050 are 

eligible. 

• Need to “Do No Significant Harms” to any objective

• Implementation 2022 
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“Med EU-kommisjonens forslag til kriterier kan deler av norsk vannkraft bli betraktet som ikke-

bærekraftig. Vannkraftens rolle i det grønne skiftet kan dermed bli svekket. Energi Norge”.

“It is fundamental to direct investments towards green and sustainable projects and activities. To 

achieve this, a common language and a clear definition of what is sustainable is needed.”, EU.
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Wind Installation vessel key segments

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis.

Specialized vessel segments for offshore wind
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Global offshore wind vessel demand doubling from 2019 to 2022

Source: Rystad VesselSolution.
Wind Installation (WIV). Service Operation Vessel (SOV)

Global offshore vessel demand wind installation and service operations
Vessel and Rig years



Offshore wind annual additions in Europe by country 2023
Gigawatts (GW)

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis, Rystad Energy OffshoreWindCube

2023 a year of high installation activity
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Utsira Nord and Sørlige Nordsjø II open in Norway’s first licensing round in 2021

Note: Also showing oil and gas license and largest fields.

*Based on 12 MW per turbine size. **Based on NOK 37.5 billion per GW capacity for Utsira Nord, and NOK 25 billion per GW capacity for Sorlige Nordsjo II 

Source: Rystad Energy UCube, Ministry of Petroleum & Energy  

Grane

Edvard Grieg

Johan Sverdrup

Kristiansand
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United 

Kingdom
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Utsira Nord

Sorlige Nordsjo II

Utsira Nord 

• Average water depth: 267 meters

• Area: 1,010 square kilometers 

• Capacity: 1.5 GW

• Capacity factor: 48%

• Potential number of turbines: 125* 

• Investment level: NOK 56 billion**

Sorlige Nordsjo II 

• Average water depth: 53-70 meters

• Area: 2,591 square kilometers 

• Capacity: 3 GW

• Capacity factor: 50%

• Potential number of turbines: 250*

• Investment level: NOK 75 billion**
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Copper and Zinc key metals across green technologies

*Parts per million = ppm **Silver is a primary ingredient in photovoltaic (PV) solar cells, the most common type of solar panels
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis; World Bank

KEY METALS METALS USAGE IN GREEN TECHNOLOGIES COMMENT

Importance Metals and 

elements

Earth crust 

abundance

[ppm]*

Wind

power

Solar 

power Batteries
Electric 
infrastructure

Metals and elements properties and their 

applications in green technologies

Core
Copper (Cu) 55

Copper, with its unmatched ability to conduct heat and 

electric currents, is one of the most widely used and needed 

metals in a low-carbon future. E.g. used in cabling to enable 

electricity transmission from wind and solar farms, to 

generally lead electricity in power grids and for batteries.

Cobalt (Co) 25

Hard and highly temperature resistant cobalt superalloys 

are used in extreme environments such as jet engines or 

space vehicles. On the note of green technologies, cobalt 

plays a vital role as cathode material in Li-ion batteries.

Zinc (Zn) 70

For clean energy technologies, zinc is predominantly used 

for protecting wind turbines from corrosion. Smaller 

amounts of the metal are also demanded for solar panels 

(for solar energy conversion) and batteries (e.g.

Secondary Iron (Fe) 56,300

Iron is used in both wind farm foundations (as steel) and 

e.g. large amounts needed in wind turbine generators (in 

generator core, mainframe and rotor hubs). Iron

batteries are further a rapidly emerging alternative to Li

Manganese 
(Mn)

950

In terms of clean energy technologies, manganese steel is 

modestly utilized in wind turbines as structural material 

while more commonly used as cathode material in Li

batteries in combination with nickel and cobalt.

Silver (Ag) 0.075

Silver is the most reflective metal and has the highest 

electrical and thermal conductivity. Consequently

both mirrors, tele- and microscopes, and solar cells (PV)**. 

Electrons are generated when sunlight hits the cell, and 

silver collects the electrons and form electric currents.

Gold (Au) 0.004 Precious metal-gold today not vital for green technologies.

Rare Earth 

Elements 

(REE)

9

REEs’ electron structure gives them unusual magnetic and 

optical properties. E.g. neodymium and dysprosium are 

widely used in wind turbines (for generators with permanent 

magnets) due to their magnetic properties.

✓ ✓ ✓✓

✓

✓ ✓ ✓

✓

✓ ✓

✓

✓ ✓

✓



Ultra deepwater Norwegian spreading ridge located between Jan Mayen and Svalbard

The Norwegian spreading ridge

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis; Norwegian Petroleum Directorate (NPD)
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Outer borders of the NCS

200 nautical miles zones 

Potential overlap with Danish 

continental shelf outside 
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Norwegian spreading ridge with high content of copper, zinc and cobalt

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis; Norwegian Petroleum Directorate (NPD)
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Numerous opportunities for application of oil and gas technology

Illustration of potential concept for offshore marine minerals extraction*
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*Illustration not to be considered as technical drawing
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis

Mining production vessel (MPV):

Floating facility with temporary 

storage capacity

Wet bulk shuttle tanker:

Periodical offloading from MPV 

to onshore processing facilities

Weekly offloading from 

production vessel

Subsea mining machine:

Crushing unit, preparing ore cuttings

Return pipe:

Returning filtered water

Vertical riser pipe:

Transporting ore cuttings to MPV

Subsea hydraulic pump:

Pumping ore cuttings to MPV



Marine minerals industry with a good match to Norwegian oil and gas capabilities

*Many of the listed oil field service companies perform work within several fields of competence, logos placed based on their main activities
Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis; Brønnøysundregistrene; Statistics Norway; Norwegian Petroleum

NORWEGIAN COMPETENCE COMMODITY INDUSTRY RELEVANCE COMMENT

Norwegian 

geographical 

cluster

Field of 

industry 

competence

2019 

Norwegian 

employment
[# employees]

Examples of 

relevant players*

Oil and 

gas

Bottom 

fixed 

wind

Offshore 

floating 

wind

Marine 

minerals Competence relevance in a potential marine 

minerals industry

Seismic

2,500

High frequency seismic surveys used for detecting 

minerals in seabed formations. E.g. by use of seismic 

vessels, AUVs and electromagnetic (EM) methods

Geology
Initial and life cycle geological studies and analysis of 

formations. Studying mineral resource potential and 

mapping of field characteristics

Engineering 9,500
Design and engineering of marine minerals extraction 

concept, incl. the mining production vessel and 

the solution for potential low carbon energy sourcing

Subsea 16,500
Delivering the vertical transportation system (risers), 

subsea pump and mining tool for ore cutting collection

Marine 

operations
9,000

Transportation of de-watered mineral masses on wet 

bulk shuttle tankers. Also in need of various support 

vessels and potentially personnel transfer

EPC- and 

shipyards
15,000

Construction, hook-up and commissioning of mining 

production vessel (e.g. topside modules) and subsea 

components. Various scope on wet bulk tankers

Drilling 10,000
Deep water (1000-3000 m depths) shallow drilling 

down to ca. 100 meters below seabed. Coiled tubing 

methods already used for marine mineral purposes

Drilling rig-

and topside 

equipment

22,000
Engineering and fitting of drilling rigs and the mining 

production vessel. Pumps, water treatment, 

loading/discharge systems etc.

Automation 

and digital 

technologies
26,000

Automation needed for remote operations and subsea 

ROVs. Digital technologies through the value chain, 

e.g. for exploration, operations monitoring, logistics

Other, incl. 

maintenance 

services

Various operational services and maintenance 

activities. For example classification, IMR operations 

and manning

Eastern 

Norway

West 

coast

Country 

wide

South coast
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Relevance degree - from high (3 filled) to low (1 filled)



Marine minerals with annual revenue potential up to 150 billion NOK at 2050 

Annual Norwegian marine minerals revenue split by scenario
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Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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USD billion (real 2020)



First project could be in operation by 2030

The histoty and potential future of Norwegian offshore mineral production
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Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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62% of global CO2 emissions are addressable by CCS

Source Rystad Energy Research and Analysis. IPCC 

Global greenhouse gas emissions by gas and segment 
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US and China by far the largest power and industrial emitters 

Source Rystad Energy Research and Analysis. IPCC 

Global power sector emissions Global industrial sector emissions 
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A challenge with Norway CCS is the distance from the CO2 sources driving transport cost

Source: Rystad Energy Research and Analysis



Ship based solution for CCS gives more flexibility than piped solution

Source: Equinor



Rystad Energy is an independent energy consulting services 
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